
Annual audit points to reduced water loss in Tinley Park
The Village of Tinley Park recently submitted the 2014
Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) Water
Loss Audit, an annual report which shows the Village’s
progress on accurately accounting for water purchased
against water that is billed.

The purpose of the report is to reconcile the flow that is
metered from Oak Lawn and billed to the Village,
against what the Village meters to its
residents/customers and is then billed. This difference is
considered “water loss,” or unaccounted nonrevenue
water and uncontrolled leakage, which is not able to be
metered and results in lost revenue.

New state guidelines, effective Oct. 1, 2015, call for Lake
Michigan water systems to limit their nonrevenue water
to be no more than 12 percent. For communities that are
not able to achieve that 12 percent standard, there can
be additional regulations/actions to spend capital funds
to rehabilitate and repair water infrastructure on a
schedule and at a funding level that can be unduly
burdensome to the community.

Since 2012, the Village of Tinley Park has continually
reduced the amount of water loss. For instance, during
the 2012 reporting period, the Village was able to
account for 93.5 percent of the water that was received
from Oak Lawn and metered to its customers. In 2013,
that percentage rose to 94.5 percent. In 2014, the value
is 97.3 percent.

One reason the Village’s efficiency has increased is due
to the electronic water meters, also known as smart
meters, that are installed in the Village. These meters are
better able to accurately capture low-flow usage, as well
as across the full flow range that may previously not
have been captured with mechanical meters. Digital
water meters maintain their accuracy for a longer length
of time, since there are no moving parts to wear out,
which causes a meter to under-register the consumption
through the meter.

“Digital metering has received a lot of buzz in recent
months, with electric utilities receiving most of the
spotlight,” said Dr. Tim Loftus, Water Resource Planner
with the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning.
“However, water utilities also face aging infrastructures,
sustainability challenges and customer demand for
equitable water rates. Digital water meters consistently
and accurately capture consumption across all flow
conditions, which the older technology of mechanical
meters did not.

“With these digital meters, municipalities can set rates 
to provide a stable and equitable platform, so that 
one group of meters that are inaccurate are not being
subsidized by another group of meters that are capturing
consumption data at 100% accuracy over the service life
of that water meter.”

Some of the other reasons the Village’s percentage of
water loss has decreased include:
�   There have been fewer water main breaks, meaning

there is less water spilling on the ground that was not
able to be metered.

�   The Village has a program in place to replace trouble-
some water mains that have had numerous breaks. 

�   The Village has a water main leak detection program
in place in which the entire Village is surveyed with
the latest in leak detection equipment to find leaks
that do not readily surface. The entire Village is
surveyed every two years.

“These are some examples of what ‘dividends’ are
realized with the continuous reinvestment and
rehabilitation of our water and sewer infrastructure,”
said Trustee Tom Staunton, who also is Chairman of the
Public Works Committee. “I wish to thank Public Works
Director Dale Schepers, Water and Sewer Superintendent
Tom Kopanski and the rest of the Public Works staff for
being very diligent on having programs in place and
performing the work to avoid additional regulations 
that can be unduly burdensome.”
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